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Introduction



What is Bitcoin?

Bitcoin is a consensus network that enables a new payment system and
a completely digital money. It is the first decentralized peer-to-peer
payment network that is powered by its users with no central authority
or middlemen.

Much of the trust in Bitcoin comes from the fact that it requires no trust
at all. Bitcoin is fully open-source and decentralized. [...] No organization
or individual can control Bitcoin, and the network remains secure even if
not all of its users can be trusted.

– Bitcoin FAQ [17b]

How is this possible?
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Byzantine Generals Problem

First decribed by Leslie Lamport, Robert Shostak and Marshall Pease from SRI
International in their paper “The Byzantine Generals Problem” [LSP82].

A group of generals siege an enemy city. The generals need to agree on whether
to attack the city or retreat.

The distributed generals need to coordinate. It is important that every general
agrees on the decision and follows through, otherwise the lose.

Traitorous generals

Communication via messengers
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Proof Of Work



Solution

Bitcoin tackles this problem by having each ”general”
work on a mathematical problem that is known to take a
certain, average amount of time. When a general finds a
solution he passes his solution onto the other generals
who will verify and then incorporate the answer to the
previous problem into a new problem

The ”consensus” is intrinsically linked to the ”math problem” so that the generals
will always ”trust” the chain-of-answers which is the longest, as it would be
impractical / impossible for an attacker to counterfeit the long-chain-of-answers.
[Nak08]
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Concept

The proof-of-work involves scanning for a value that when hashed, such
as with SHA-256, the hash begins with a number of zero bits. The average
work required is exponential in the number of zero bits required and can
be verified by executing a single hash.

[The block’s nonce is incremented] until a value is found that gives the
block’s hash the required zero bits. Once the CPU effort has been
expended to make it satisfy the proof-of-work, the block cannot be
changed without redoing the work. As later blocks are chained after it,
the work to change the block would include redoing all the blocks after
it.

– Nakamoto, “Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System”, Oct. 31, 2008
[Nak08] 5



Block Header Structure

/** Nodes collect new transactions into a block, hash them into a hash tree,
* and scan through nonce values to make the block's hash satisfy proof-of-work
* requirements. When they solve the proof-of-work, they broadcast the block
* to everyone and the block is added to the block chain. The first transaction
* in the block is a special one that creates a new coin owned by the creator
* of the block. */

class CBlockHeader {
public:

int32_t nVersion;
uint256 hashPrevBlock;
uint256 hashMerkleRoot;
uint32_t nTime;
uint32_t nBits;
uint32_t nNonce;

}

The Bitcoin Core developers. Bitcoin Core. Dec. 9, 2017. url:
https://github.com/bitcoin/bitcoin, src/primitives/block.h
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Block Mining

var hash uint32 = 1
var myBlockHeader = newBlockHeader() // creates and fills block header
while (hash > myBlockHeader.nBits) {

hash = sha256(sha256(myBlockHeader))
myBlockHeader.nNonce++
// Note: might need to update hashPrevBlock,
// hashMerkleRoot, nTime and/or nBits

}
print("Heureka!")
// publish blocks to other nodes
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Block Mining

SHA2562

Bitcoin uses “SHA256 function squared”, due to the birthday attacks on the
smaller but related SHA1 hash. SHA1’s resistance to birthday attacks has been
partially broken as shown by a collaboration between Google Research and CWI
Amsterdam.

“The first collision for full SHA-1”, https://shattered.io, [Ste+17]
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Mining vs. Minting

Minting: creating coins (real or virtual) without doing real work

Mining: creating coins requires doing hard work (Blockchain: solving puzzles)

The process has come to be known as “mining” because it is slow and
intensive, reaping a gradual reward in the same way that minerals such
as gold are mined from the ground.

– Kelly, Bitcoin ’miners’ face fight for survival as new supply halves [Kel16]
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Mining

Why are they doing it?

Bitcoin Mining Business 101:

Profit = Reward− Cost

Reward = BlockReward+ TransactionFees

Cost = HardwareCost + OperatingCosts

=⇒ Profit = BlockReward+TransactionFees−HardwareCost−OperatingCosts
!
� 0
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Mining Hardware

Hardware Hashing Power

CPU 25 MH/s
GPU 500 MH/s
FPGA 10,000 MH/s
ASIC 14,000,000 MH/s

Source: [Ast16]
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ASIC

Bitmain Antminer S9 Specs

Hash Rate 13.5 TH/s
Power Consumption 1300 W
Power Efficiency 0.098 J/GH
Lithography Process 16 nm
Price 1500 EUR

Antminer S9, https://www.antminereurope.com/antminer-s9/ [17c]
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Energy Usage of PoW



Bitcoin’s electricity usage

HR = 14, 788, 692, 144GH
s

from blockchain.info [17d] (accessed: Dec. 14, 2017)

P = η × HR = 0.1 J
GH

× 14.79 EH
s

= 1,478,869,214 J
s
= 1.4GW

The actual network will be a mix of hardware of types at different levels
of efficiency, so we expect that the actual efficiency will be between the
two. This suggests that the total power used for Bitcoin mining is around
0.1–10GW.

– O’Dwyer and Malone, “Bitcoin Mining and its Energy Footprint” [OM14]
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Bitcoin’s electricity usage (cont’d)

Efficiency Hourly (EH) Daily (ED) Annually (EA)

Lower bound: 0.1 J/GH 1.4GWh 33.6GWh 12.3 TWh
Digiconomist: 0.283 J/GH 90GWh 33 TWh

Estimates from Digiconomist [17e]

=⇒ 0.15% of the world’s electricity consumption
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Ethereum’s electricity usage

GPU instead of ASIC mining leads to higher inefficiency

Efficiency: η = 5 J/MH (NVIDIA GTX 1070, [Kir17])

Hashrate: HR = 125 TH/s (from etherscan.io [17f], accessed Dec. 14, 2017)

P = η × HR = 625MW

Efficiency Hourly (EH) Daily (ED) Annually (EA)

Lower bound: 5 J/MH 625MWh 15GWh 5.5 TWh
Digiconomist [17g]: 10.83 J/MH 30GWh 11 TWh
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Bitcoin vs. Ethereum

Bitcoin Ethereum

Hashrate 14 EH/s 125 TH/s
Price per coin 16,385USD 728USD
Transaction per day 400,000 900,000
Transaction volume per day 3 mio. BTC 10 mio. ETH
Transaction volume per day 50 bill. USD 8 bill. USD
Block time 10 min 15 s

Annual energy 10.5 TWh 5.5 TWh
Energy per block (EBlock) 233MWh 2.6MWh
Energy per transaction (ETXN) 84 kWh 16 kWh

Source: [17h] and [17i]
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Electricity usage comparison

Source: WolframAlpha: 28.7
gigawatthours [17j]
(accessed: Dec. 11, 2017)
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Electricity usage comparison

Source: WolframAlpha: 10.5
terawatthours [17k]
(accessed: Dec. 11, 2017)
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Electricity usage comparison

In 2014, data centers in the U.S. consumed an estimated 70 [TWh],
representing about 1.8% of total U.S. electricity consumption.

– “United States Data Center Energy Usage Report”, June 2016 [She+16]

Ethereum Bitcoin Amazon (US) Google (US)

Electric capacity in GW 0.6 1.4 1.219 3.186

[Eck17]
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Electricity cost

Based on US commercial prices in 2016: 10 ct
kWh

Electricity cost per block:

CBlock = EBlock × 0.1 USD
kWh

= 23,333.33USD

Electricity cost per transaction:

CTXN = ETXN × 0.1 USD
kWh

= 8.4USD
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Reward

Each time a block is found and appended to the blockchain, the miner is
rewarded with the block reward and the transaction fees of all transactions
stored inside that block.

Reward = BlockReward+ TransactionFees

= 12.5 BTC+ 1.4mBTC× 2700 TXN
Block

= 16.8BTC

RewardUSD = RewardBTC × 16,385USD = 275,268USD

Transaction fees and transaction per block from:
bitinfocharts.com/bitcoin/ [17h] (accessed: Dec. 14, 2017) 21
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Alternative Consensus Methods



Proof Of Useful Work

Let’s use all the work for something ...

useful!
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Proof Of Useful Work: Data Furnace

Most efficient heater ever, turns electricity into money and heat!
Advantages:
1. smaller carbon footprint
2. reduced cost of ownership
3. closer proximity to users

“The Data Furnace: Heating Up with
Cloud Computing”
[Liu+11]

Combined with spikes of renewable energy, preventing energy grid from damage
23



Proof Of Useful Work: Science

Primecoin network searches for special prime number chains known as
Cunningham chains and bi-twin chains. The distribution of these prime
chains are not well-understood currently as even for its simplest case
twin primes their infinite existence is not proven.

– About Primecoin [17l]

Finding the prime number chains becomes exponentially harder as the chain
length is increased.

Comparable to the GIMPS project (The Great Internet Mersenne Prime Search)
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Proof Of Useful Work: Renewable Energy

SolarCoin has a market cap of 97,500 TWh of solar energy generation

• 0.1% have been mined with Proof Of Work and represent historically
generated solar electricity (unclaimed within SolarCoin)

• 0.5% reside in the genesis pool account, reserved for environmental
charities, volunteers, advisers, builders and maintainers of SolarCoin

• 99.4% are stored in the generator pool account, exchanged for solar
electricity generation

Each SolarCoin in circulation represents 1MWh of generated solar electricity.

Coins are issued by The SolarCoin Foundation to operators of solar facilities

Source: SolarCoin FAQ [17m]
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Proof Of Useful Work

General problems:

• exhaustable
• not equiprobable
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Proof Of Stake

Used resource: cryptocurrency

Potential benefits:

• Lower overall cost
• Stakeholder incentives

Variations:

• Proof Of Stake: “Stake” of coin increases as long as the coin is not used
• Proof Of Deposit: coin is frozen for some time, but can be reclaimed
• Proof Of Activity: any online coin (from an online node) can win

After years of research, one thing has become clear: proof of stake is
non-trivial – so non-trivial that some even consider it impossible.

– Vitalik Buterin, Slasher Ghost, and Other Developments in Proof of Stake [But14] 27



Proof Of Stake: Casper

Casper is a smart contract that will implement and monitor Proof Of Stake

Idea: Anyone can bond tokens (coins), decisions leading to a convergence on the
chain make money, otherwise lose money

Validators transfer stake to Casper

Validators have two functions:

1. Prepare
2. Commit

Two rounds of voting per block, but each validator can only vote once

Votes are weighted by the staked amount
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Proof Of Stake: Casper (cont’d)

Casper (the smart contract) will then:

• slash bad validators (stake is lost)
• reward good validators (stake is frozen up + block reward)

Votes are essentially bets:

• you need to spend coins (real or virtual) for it
• you want to choose the most likely outcome (in this case: the most likely
block to be added to blockchain)
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Delegated Proof Of Stake

First implemented by Bitshares

Stakeholders elect witnesses to generate blocks

Witnesses validate signatures and timestamp transactions by including them in
blocks

Each account is allowed one vote per share per witness The top N witnesses by
total approval are selected, where N is defined such that at least 50% of voting
stakeholders believe there is sufficient decentralization

Each time the elected witnesses produce a block, they are paid for their services.
Their pay rate is set by the stakeholders via their elected delegates. If witness
fails to produce a block, then they are not paid, and may be voted out in the
future. Witnesses can’t sign invalid blocks as the block needs confirmation by the
other witnesses as well. 30



Delegated Proof Of Stake (cont’d)

The slate of active witnesses is updated daily when the votes are tallied. The
witnesses are shuffled, and each witness is given a turn to produce a block at a
fixed schedule of one block .

Anyone can monitor network health by observing the witness participation rate.

The low number of witnesses enables a high performance level of effectiveness
in creating the blocks and general upkeep of the blockchain.

All network parameters (fee schedules, block intervals, transaction sizes) can be
tuned via elected delegates.

Adapted from: Delegated Proof-of-Stake Consensus [17n]
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Proof Of Burn

Idea: send coins to an irretrievable address, get proportionate votes on the
blockchain for the “spent” coins

Consumed resource: currency

Usage in Slimcoin:

Proof-of-work is used as a mean for generating the initial money supply.
As time passes and as the network accumulates a sufficient supply of
coins, proof-of-work mining will become less necessary. Therefore, the
network will rely more on proof-of-burn and proof-of-stake, the more
energy efficient alternatives.

Comparison: buying a mining hardware = burning (“spending”) coins [17o]
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Proof Of Burn: Application

Bootstrapping a Cryptocurrency
Users “burn” original coin, are awarded with coins of new currency
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Proof Of Luck

Conceived by Mitar Milutinovic, Warren He, Howard Wu and Maxinder Kanwal from
UC Berkeley

Used resource: Trusted Execution Environment (TEE / TXE)

Relies on security and correctness of TXE provided by manufacturer

Combines Proof Of Work, Proof Of Time and Proof Of Ownership.

Offers low-latency transaction validation, deterministic confirmation
time, negligible energy consumption, and equitably distributed mining.

“Proof of Luck: An Efficient Blockchain Consensus Protocol” [Mil+16]
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Proof Of Luck: Algorithm

Round based voting consensus

Each round is allocated a time slot, random number is generated inside TEE

TEE also ensures the random number is generated in the specified time slot

All participants share their (random) number, “highest” numbers wins the random
(i.e. new block is created)
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Conclusion



Conclusion

Bitcoin (and in particular Proof Of Work) solves a really hard problem:
establishing trust between largely anonymous parties without requiring trust.

As Tomaso Atse, from the University College London Centre for Blockchain
Technologies, wrote in his paper The Fair Cost of Bitcoin Proof of Work [Ast16]:

I conclude that the current cost, although large, is of a justified order of
magnitude for an anonymous systems operating between untrustful
parties.
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Personal Thoughts

Bitcoin can not scale indefinitely with Proof Of Work

Cryptocurrencies and blockchains are here to stay

Vast applications for blockchains

Technology is rapidly evolving: Lightning Network, Segregated Witness Benefits,
alternative and hybrid consensus mechanisms, ...

State of blockchain comparable to computers in the 70s and 80s

If blockchains and distributed computing does present a new leap forward in how
we communicate, this electricity will not be wasted.
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Thank you!

“Quantitative Aspects of the Blockchain: Proof Of Work,
its Energy Usage and Alternative Consensus Mechanisms”

Jack Henschel (December 14, 2017)

Source Material and Resources available at:

https://gitlab.cs.fau.de/in76yleb/seminar-blockchain

Licensed under Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License

cb
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